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Introduction
Description of Great Dane Coffee
Great Dane Coffee is a small independent coffee shop located on the north end of the University
of British Columbia’s Vancouver campus. Since opening its doors in 2011, Great Dane has
become increasingly popular with students, faculty, staff, residents, and visitors of campus. This
success has allowed the shop to continue to grow, expanding to a second space to provide
additional seating. During the academic year, between September and May, the small shop is
always bustling. They take pride in the quality of their coffee and the pastries and sandwiches
made in-house daily.
Social Media for Business
Social media platforms like Instagram contribute significantly to a business defining its brand.
Research conducted by Khallad Kamal and Özge Eren indicates that engagement with a
business’ social media encourages the consumer’s purchase intention and brand awareness
(Kamal and Eren, 709). This goes even further to state “using social media as a marketing tool
increases the chance of increasing brand awareness and increase the consumer engagement with
the brand” (Kamal and Eren, 709). This means that how a business like Great Dane Coffee
portrays itself on Instagram and social media is how consumers will recognize the business and
connect with it.
Great Dane Coffee’s Social Media
Great Dane Coffee can be found through their website (greatdanecoffee.com), on Facebook, and
Instagram. They are most active on Instagram posting photos of Lady the great dane for which
the shop is named, as well as new pastries and of course their coffee. For the most part, the
photos take advantage of the beautiful bright space.
Purpose of this Report
This report has been designed to explore how the quality of Great Dane Coffee’s social media
content, specifically on Instagram, can impact engagement from their followers and by extension
contribute to the success of the business. A strong social media presence has the potential to
connect Great Dane Coffee to the larger Vancouver community and make it a destination for
coffee lovers and not just students.
Description of Data Sources
The data employed in this report includes statistics taken from Great Dane’s Instagram such as
number of followers, likes, comments, and direct messages. By observing how the account’s

followers respond to different posts it can be understood what kind of content the most
successful moving forward will be. Additionally, a survey of staff and customers has been
conducted to generate feedback regarding the Instagram page.
The Scope
To evaluate the impact of Great Dane Coffee’s social media platform, the following areas of
study have been used.
1.
2.
3.
4.

How does a consistent style impact engagement?
Can responding to followers directly and more frequently increase traffic?
How do changes to the social media platform impact business?
What are the impacts of consistent posting and advertising?

Analysis of Data
Introduction to Instagram
Instagram is a social media platform owned by Facebook designed for sharing photos and other
visuals. It has been widely adopted by businesses and creatives to connect with their consumers.
An account can post photos or videos while tagging people or places that are featured and
provide a description. Instagram’s “stories” feature allows for shorter term posting. For
businesses, Instagram provides a variety of promotion options. This allows businesses to share
their posts as advertisements on people’s feeds or as stories. Businesses can even adjust their
target audiences through options like location, demographics, interests, behaviours, lookalike
audiences, automated targeting, and even custom audiences (Instagram).
Preliminary Research
Instagram Numbers
On July 20th, Great Dane Coffee had 1,265 followers on Instagram. Many of these followers are
fellow dog owners and staff. Others include coffee related accounts like Bows X Arrows coffee
whose beans are regularly used by the shop. The remaining followers are presumably customers
who are interested in keeping up to date with Great Dane Coffee. It should equally be noted that
this number of followers has increased rapidly since July to be 1,394 as of August 3rd.
Posts on Great Dane Coffee receive a variety of engagement ranging from as little as 30 or 40
likes to nearly 200. The most popular or well-liked posts feature Lady the great dane and/or staff
members (see figures 1 and 2). Moderately liked posts include promotions of different drinks or
products (see figures 3 and 4). The least liked posts tend to be the more heavily staged photos
(see figure 5).
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Survey Results
Respondents were asked to complete a survey including seven questions, some multiple choice
and some short answer. Of the respondents, 62.5% said they currently follow Great Dane Coffee
on Instagram while 87.5% said they had been to Great Dane Coffee (75% regularly, 12.5% only
once or twice). Over 90% of respondents identified as being or having previously been a UBC
student.
When asked why they like Great Dane Coffee, many respondents described the friendliness of
staff and the overall atmosphere of the shop. Others mentioned their favourite beverages, the
quality of the espresso, and event their favourite pastry or sandwich. Others mentioned the dog.
When asked for their thoughts about Great Dane’s Instagram, 37.5% said they have not given it
any thought, 12.5% said they really enjoy it, and the remaining 50% responded with “none of the
above” or “not applicable.”
Regarding the kind of content they wanted to see, respondents mentioned seeing more day-today things including staff bios and featured pastries. Others suggested photos of the dog and
information posts about coffee.
The majority of respondents indicated that do not generally think to follow a business on
Instagram. Others use the platform to check out a business they have never been to and indicate
this is an effective was to check hours of operation and assess the overall feel of the place.

These responses point to aspect of Great Dane Coffee that the shop already recognizes as a
significant part of its brand and appeal. The shop is committed to being part of both the UBC
community and the coffee community. Continuing to highlight these aspects through the social
media accounts will support this image.
Changes and Adjustments
Over the past couple of weeks, Great Dane Coffee has been posting less frequently. As opposed
to posting on multiple days in a row, posting has been kept to once every week or two to provide
more general updates. These posts included a feature about the beans currently being used and
some of the pastries available that day. The photo with the most engagement was of Lady and
reached 218 likes while the lowest was 60, still higher many similar posts previously (see figures
6 and 7).
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Feedback
As mentioned above, over the past couple of weeks Great Dane Coffee has seen an increase in
both followers and engagement with content. Additionally, Great Dane Coffee has been featured
on multiple occasions on an Instagram account called “UBC Battle of the Beans” which is
serving to rank various coffee shops on the Vancouver campus. On this account Great Dane
Coffee has been praised for its sandwiches and oat milk latte.

Conclusion
Summary
In looking at the survey responses and other data pulled directly from Great Dane Coffee’s
Instagram, the followers are responding well the changes being made in the content. However, it
is important to recognize the circumstances and timing that may have impacted this increase in
engagement.
For the past few months, the operations of many businesses have been drastically changed as a
result of the global Covid-19 pandemic. Great Dane Coffee closed its doors temporarily starting
March 19th and did not reopen until June 8th. During this time, the social media presence was
severely reduced, and any posting remained related to reopening plans and updates. Since
reopening, posting has remained more limited.
As pointed out earlier in the responses to the survey, visitors to Great Dane Coffee respond
positively the shop’s overall atmosphere. The space is bright and welcoming, taking full
advantage of the large windows. Large communal tables outside add to the inviting feel and can
often be found full of students studying. Great Dane Coffee really pushes itself as part of the
UBC community.
Recommendations
Based on the data collected in this report, I would recommend continuing with a variety of
content. This should include a mix of informational posts about coffee and fun anecdotes about
staff and the dog. A variety of content like this will satisfy the recommendations made by the
survey respondents while remaining consistent with the current Instagram.
Keeping this content in mind, developing a schedule or plan for future posts will help simplify
the process especially as control of the account potentially changes hands. The numbers (likes,
follows, and comments) show that fewer posts have resulted in more engagement. Therefore,
minimal but consistent posting, one to three times per week, should both be easier to maintain
and increase engagement.
The Instagram stories feature can be used more causally and more regularly. Senior staff
members could be given access to the account to post more day-to-day content on the stories.
Creating a visual theme or format for these sorts of posts will ensure they remain visually
consistent even as the creator changes.
Responding to customers/followers in a timely manner will also be beneficial. If followers know
their engagement will be reciprocated, they will be more likely to engage and reach out in the
future. This means checking the account regularly between posting is essential. Ensuring that the
staff member responsible for the social media accounts is appropriately compensated and
committed to the responsibility will help with this.

Overall, it is about improving the consistency of the Instagram as a whole. Presenting reliable
and entertaining information that engages the current followers and customers while also
attracting new followers by appropriately presenting Great Dane Coffee’s brand and image.
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